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ABSTRACT
We investigate at a high angular resolution the spatial and kinematic structure of the S255IR high
mass star-forming region, which demonstrated recently the first disk-mediated accretion burst in the
massive young stellar object. The observations were performed with ALMA in Band 7 at an angular
resolution ∼ 0.′′1, which corresponds to ∼ 180 AU. The 0.9 mm continuum, C34S(7–6) and CCH
N = 4 − 3 data show a presence of very narrow (∼ 1000 AU), very dense (n ∼ 107 cm−3) and warm
filamentary structures in this area. At least some of them represent apparently dense walls around
the high velocity molecular outflow with a wide opening angle from the S255IR-SMA1 core, which
is associated with the NIRS3 YSO. This wide-angle outflow surrounds a narrow jet. At the ends of
the molecular outflow there are shocks, traced in the SiO(8–7) emission. The SiO abundance there is
enhanced by at least 3 orders of magnitude. The CO(3–2) and SiO(8–7) data show a collimated and
extended high velocity outflow from another dense core in this area, SMA2. The outflow is bent and
consists of a chain of knots, which may indicate periodic ejections possibly arising from a binary system
consisting of low or intermediate mass protostars. The C34S emission shows evidence of rotation of the
parent core. Finally, we detected two new low mass compact cores in this area (designated as SMM1
and SMM2), which may represent prestellar objects.
Keywords: ISM: jets and outflows – ISM: molecules – ISM: individual objects (S255IR) – stars: for-
mation – stars: massive
1. INTRODUCTION
The process of massive star formation attracts an en-
hanced attention nowadays. This is caused by seri-
ous problems in theoretical understanding of this phe-
nomenon and difficulties in its observational studies,
which are related to the rarity and large distances
of high-mass star-forming (HMSF) regions. There is
a number of recent works on this subject, both ob-
servational and theoretical. Most of the results are
summarized in several reviews (e.g. McKee & Ostriker
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2007; Zinnecker & Yorke 2007; Krumholz et al. 2009;
Krumholz 2012; Tan et al. 2014; Motte et al. 2018). A
crucial question is whether this process can be consid-
ered as a scaled-up version of the low mass star forma-
tion or not. In this respect observations of the phe-
nomena related to the disk accretion scenario in HMSF
regions are very important.
Recently this scenario got a strong support by obser-
vations of the first disk-mediated accretion burst in the
massive (∼ 20 M) young stellar object S255 NIRS3
(Caratti O Garatti et al. 2017), accompanied by the
6.7 GHz methanol maser flare (Moscadelli et al. 2017;
Szymczak et al. 2018). The bolometric luminosity in-
creased by a factor of ∼ 5.5 (Caratti O Garatti et al.
2017). A detailed IR light curve was obtained by
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Uchiyama et al. (2019). The S255IR clump has been a
target for many studies over the last years. The distance
to the source derived from the annual parallax measure-
ments of water masers is 1.78+0.12−0.11 kpc (Burns et al.
2016). Observations with the SMA revealed three ma-
jor cores within this clump (Wang et al. 2011; Zinchenko
et al. 2012). The NIRS3 source is associated with one
of them, S255IR-SMA1, which represents a disk around
the massive young stellar object (Zinchenko et al. 2015).
It is associated with an ionized jet (Howard et al. 1997;
Cesaroni et al. 2018). Our ALMA data show a submil-
limeter burst in this object, which lasted about 2 years
(Liu et al. 2018). An even more impressive burst (with
an increase by a factor of ∼ 70 in luminosity but with a
lower initial level) was detected in another massive ob-
ject NGC6334I-MM1 (Hunter et al. 2017). These events
demonstrate an importance of the episodic disk accre-
tion in the process of high mass star formation. They are
consistent with theoretical models, which predict disk
fragmentation and episodic accretion of the fragments
onto a massive protostar (Meyer et al. 2017, 2019).
Previous single-dish and interferometric studies have
shown an extended outflow from S255IR, which was at-
tributed to the SMA1 as a driving source (Wang et al.
2011; Zinchenko et al. 2015). However our ALMA data
reveal almost parallel bipolar outflows from both SMA1
and SMA2 cores (Zinchenko et al. 2018a). The outflow
from SMA1 has a wide opening angle. At the same time,
as mentioned above, there is a narrow ionized jet from
SMA1. This suggests a two-wind outflow, which is actu-
ally expected in theoretical models (e.g. Arce et al. 2007;
McKee & Ostriker 2007). However observations of such
outflows in HMSF regions are very limited (Anglada
et al. 2018).
An interesting feature found in our ALMA observa-
tions of S255IR is an unusual very narrow and appar-
ently very dense filament (Zinchenko et al. 2018a,b). In-
terstellar filaments are now the subject of numerous in-
vestigations, since they are considered as primary sites
of star formation (e.g. Andre´ et al. 2014; Li et al. 2016).
This paper is devoted to the surroundings of this re-
markable object S255IR, which are apparently strongly
influenced by its activity. We present additional data on
this region and discuss its morphology, kinematics and
physical properties with an emphasis on the new and
unusual features mentioned above.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The observations were performed with ALMA in Band
7 during several observing sessions in 2016–2017 under
the project 2015.1.00500.S. Details of the observations
in 2016 are given in Zinchenko et al. (2017). Briefly,
four spectral windows were observed, centered at around
335.4 GHz, 337.3 GHz, 349.0 GHz, and 346.6 GHz, with
bandwidths of 1875.0 MHz, 234.4 MHz, 937.5 MHz, and
1875.0 MHz. Details of the observations in 2017 are
given in Liu et al. (2018). The same spectral windows
were observed. The projected array baselines for all ses-
sions range between 15 m and 3.0 km.
Here we discuss the continuum emission and the CO
J = 3 − 2 line at 345.8 GHz, C34S J = 7 − 6 line
at 337.4 GHz, SiO J = 8 − 7 line at 347.3 GHz and
CCH N = 4− 3 lines at 349.4 GHz. The channel width
was 244 kHz for C34S and CCH (0.22 and 0.21 km s−1,
respectively), and 977 kHz for CO and SiO (0.85 and
0.84 km s−1, respectively). The spectral resolution was
twice of these values with Hanning-smoothing applied.
The resulting images achieve an angular resolution of
0.′′11 × 0.′′14 (PA = –6.9◦) for C34S, 0.′′11 × 0.′′14 (PA
= –13.0◦) for CCH, 0.′′10 × 0.′′15 (PA = –5.3◦) for CO,
0.′′11 × 0.′′16 (PA = 4.4◦) for SiO and 0.′′11 × 0.′′15 (PA
= –3.2◦) for continuum with Briggs weighting with a
robust parameter of 0.5.
3. RESULTS
We present the measurement results in the flux den-
sity units and/or in the Rayleigh-Jeans (RJ) tempera-
ture scale, which is just a linear measure of intensity. It
is frequently defined as the radiation temperature (TR)
and is related to the source parameters by the simple
expression, which follows from the equation of radiative
transfer (e.g. Mangum & Shirley 2015):
TR = f [Jν(T )− Jν(Tbg)] [1− exp (−τν)] , (1)
where
Jν(T ) ≡
hν
k
exp
(
hν
kT
)− 1 , (2)
h is the Planck constant, k is the Boltzmann constant,
f is the so-called beam filling factor, τν is the source op-
tical depth. The temperature T here can be the excita-
tion temperature of the considered molecular transition
or the dust temperature. It is assumed to be constant
along the line of sight. Tbg is the background temper-
ature, which usually refers to the temperature of the
cosmic microwave background radiation.
The ALMA image of the S255IR region in continuum
at 0.9 mm is shown in Fig. 1. A filamentary structure
can be easily seen. Several compact sources are visi-
ble, too. Among them there are three earlier identified
objects, labelled as SMA1, SMA2 and SMA3 (Wang
et al. 2011; Zinchenko et al. 2012). The SMA1 and
SMA2 clumps seem to be located within this struc-
ture, while the SMA3 clump looks isolated. In addition
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Table 1. Names, positions, flux densities, deconvolved angular sizes
and position angles of the submillimeter wave continuum sources
measured at 0.9 mm.
Name α(2000) δ(2000) S0.9 θmax θmin P.A.
(h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) (mJy) (′′) (′′) (◦)
SMA2 06:12:53.775 17:59:26.17 60 0.37 0.25 157
SMA3 06:12:53.843 17.59.23.62 48 0.11 0.09 8
SMM1 06:12:53.884 17.59.24.99 15 0.20 0.14 17
SMM2 06:12:53.805 17.59.27.30 10 0.15 0.12 3
there are two more point-like sources, which we la-
bel as SMM1 and SMM2. The estimates of the fluxes
and sizes of the continuum sources obtained from 2D
Gaussian fit are given in Table 1. These fluxes and
sizes, especially for the SMA2, are somewhat uncer-
tain because the sources are observed on a significant
background, which has a complicated morphology. We
do not include in the table the SMA1 clump since its
flux is variable (Liu et al. 2018) and the brightness
distribution is apparently non-Gaussian. In the pre-
sented image its flux integrated in the circle of 0.5 arc-
sec in radius centered at R.A.(J2000)=06h12m54.008s,
Dec.(J2000)=17◦59′23.′′12 is approximately 1.04 Jy.
This circle covers the brightest part of the SMA1 emis-
sion, although its size is of course still rather arbitrary.
The continuum brightness along the filamentary struc-
ture, away from the major clumps, is ∼ 2−5 mJy/beam,
which corresponds to TR ∼ 1.5− 3 K.
The total flux density in continuum is approximately
6.6 Jy. The summary flux density of the compact cores is
≈ 1.2 Jy. The physical conditions in the vicinity of these
cores should be different from those in the bulk of the
filament. Therefore, for the estimation of the filament
parameters we subtract the contribution of these clumps
and arrive at an estimate for the filament flux density
of 5.4 Jy.
In Fig. 2 we show the intensity profiles along the cuts
indicated in Fig. 1. It is easy to see that the filament
width at the half intensity level is ∼ 0.6 − 1 arcsecond,
which corresponds to ∼ 1000 − 1800 AU. The length
of the filamentary structure along the emission ridge is
about 15′′, which corresponds to 27000 AU or 0.13 pc.
In the molecular line data we see the C34S J = 7− 6
emission along the filament. The single pixel C34S spec-
tra at the selected positions indicated in Fig. 1 (P1...P6)
are shown in the same figure.
One can see that the C34S velocities in the southern
and in the northern parts of the filamentary structure
are different. In the south the peak velocity is about
6.5 km s−1, while in the north it is about 10 km s−1.
Near the SMA1 clump we see both components. The
line widths of the individual components obtained from
Gaussian fits taking into account instrumental broad-
ening are from 0.6 ± 0.1 km s−1 at the P2 position to
1.5± 0.2 km s−1 at the P6 position.
A more detailed inspection of the data shows that
the C34S(7–6) emission is observed in a rather large
area around the SMA1–SMA3 clumps. In the average
C34S(7–6) spectrum three main velocity components can
be distinguished (Fig. 3). In addition to the two com-
ponents mentioned above, there is an emission peak at
∼ 4 km s−1. A general picture of the C34S emission in
this area is presented in Fig. 4. The three main velocity
components, at 4 km s−1, 6.5 km s−1 and 10 km s−1, are
shown by the blue, green and red colors, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the systemic velocity of the
SMA1 clump is about 5 km s−1 (Zinchenko et al. 2015).
Fig. 4 shows that distributions of the dust continuum
and C34S emission are significantly different. Some re-
gions of a rather strong C34S emission have no noticeable
counterpart in continuum. A more detailed picture of
the spatial and kinematic distribution of the C34S emis-
sion is presented in the channel maps (Fig. 5).
A further inspection of the ALMA data shows a rather
strong emission in the CCH lines in this area. Four
strongest components of the N = 4 − 3 transition are
observed: J = 9/2 − 7/2, F = 5 − 4; J = 9/2 − 7/2,
F = 4− 3; J = 7/2− 5/2, F = 4− 3 and J = 7/2− 5/2,
F = 3−2 with the excitation energies of the upper levels
of about 41.9 K. In some parts the weaker J = 7/2−5/2,
F = 3 − 3 component is also seen. The emission is
rather well correlated spatially with the 10 km s−1 C34S
component (Fig. 6). The radiation temperature in the
CCH lines reaches approximately 37 K at the emission
peak.
The detection of the weaker CCH line allows an esti-
mation of the optical depth in the CCH lines under the
assumption of the same excitation temperature for all
transitions. The ratio of the intensities of the strongest
J = 9/2 − 7/2, F = 5 − 4 transition and the weak
J = 7/2 − 5/2, F = 3 − 3 transition is 11 ± 1. At the
same time the ratio of the line strengths of these lines
is ≈ 29.2 (CDMS – Mu¨ller et al. 2005; Endres et al.
2016). This gives us immediately estimates of the opti-
cal depths in the weaker transition of ≈ 0.08 and for the
strongest transition of ≈ 2.4. From Eq. (1) assuming the
beam filling factor equal unity we obtain the excitation
temperature Tex ≈ 50 K. This gives us a lower limit for
the kinetic temperature.
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Figure 1. Left panel: The image of the S255IR region in continuum at 0.9 mm (logarithmic scale). The brightness scale in
Jy/beam is indicated by the colorbar. Several positions (P1...P6) are indicated by the green circles and three cuts (C1, C2, C3)
by the cyan lines. Right panel: The C34S J = 7− 6 spectra at the selected positions indicated in the left panel.
Figure 2. Continuum intensity profiles for three cuts across
the filamentary structure (C1, C2 and C3), indicated in
Fig. 1.
However, the assumption of the equal excitation tem-
peratures for different transitions needs a justification.
We modeled the CCH excitation with RADEX (van der
Tak et al. 2007). This modeling shows that the observa-
Figure 3. The average C34S(7–6) spectrum in the S255IR
area (indicated in Fig. 4).
tions are best reproduced at densities n & 107 cm−3,
Tkin = 55 K and CCH column density N(CCH) ≈
5 × 1015 cm−2. A reasonable fit can be obtained at
n = 3 × 106 cm−3, Tkin = 60 K. At lower densities the
excitation of different components becomes significantly
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Figure 4. Left panel: a 3-color map of the C34S J = 7− 6 emission in the S255IR area. The emission in the velocity intervals
9–11 km s−1, 5.5–7.5 km s−1and 3–5 km s−1 is shown in red, green and blue colors, respectively. The white contours show the
continuum emission at 0.9 mm as in Fig. 1. The contour levels are at 2, 3, 9, 42.5 and 230 mJy beam−1. The dashed rectangle
shows the area used to compute the average C34S spectrum in Fig. 3. The ellipses indicate the arc-like structures discussed
in the text. Right panel: The red and blue colors show the high-velocity red-shifted (integrated in the velocity range from 20
to 90 km s−1) and blue-shifted (integrated in the velocity range from –67 to –16 km s−1) CO(3–2) emission, respectively. The
C34S emission integrated in the velocity range 1–13 km s−1 is shown in green and by the white contours. The contour levels are
from 20 to 200 mJy beam−1 km s−1 in step of 45 mJy beam−1 km s−1. The yellow contours show the Fe ii emission (Wang et al.
2011). The dashed line indicates the jet axis as found by Howard et al. (1997) from near-IR H2 and Brγ images.
different and the intensity ratios for the stronger com-
ponents are inconsistent with the observations.
The CCH radiation temperature peaks in the area of
the maximum CCH integrated intensity near the SMA2
core. Although in the other parts the radiation tempera-
ture is lower, the optical depth is also lower, as indicated
by the line ratios. The estimates show that in some ar-
eas the excitation temperature can be even higher than
at the emission peak (but the uncertainties of these es-
timates are rather large). Actually this emission peak
is not associated with any heating source, so there is no
apparent physical reason for an enhanced temperature
at this position. Most probably the peak of the radia-
tion temperature is explained by a higher CCH optical
depth here.
In the right panel of Fig. 4 the high velocity CO(3–
2) emission in the blue and red-shifted wings is shown
in blue and red colors, respectively. A more detailed
picture of the CO kinematics is given in Fig. 7, where
we present channel maps of the blue-shifted and red-
shifted high velocity CO(3–2) emission.
In some parts of this area we also see a rather strong
SiO(8–7) emission (Fig. 8). In particular it is observed
toward the region outlined by the dashed box in Fig. 8.
The close-up view of this region with an addition of the
Fe ii emission is presented in Fig. 9. The SiO(8–7) and
C34S(7–6) spectra averaged over the area marked by the
yellow circle in this figure are shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 11
we present the position-velocity diagrams for these lines
along the path indicated in Fig. 9.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. General structure and kinematics of S255IR
Our C34S and CCH data reveal a rather complicated
morphology and kinematics of the region. At the first
glance they indicate the presence of several intersecting
filamentary structures. However a comparison with the
high-velocity CO(3–2) emission (Fig. 4) and with the
SiO emission (Figs. 8,9) reveals another picture. One
can see that a strong C34S emission surrounds a part
of the red-shifted lobe of the high-velocity outflow from
the SMA1 core. Apparently this emission originates in
the dense walls of the outflow cavity. This view is sup-
ported by observations of the SiO emission at the inter-
face of the CO and C34S emission regions (Figs. 8,9).
It is well known that an enhanced SiO emission usually
traces shocked regions. Actually the morphology of the
red-shifted outflow lobe is rather complicated. There
is the “main” outflow around the jet and an additional
stream in the south direction, which is also associated
with the SiO emission. This can indicate that the “wall”
is not perfect, there may be “holes” in the wall.
Since the critical density for the C34S(7–6) transition
is ∼ 107 cm−3 (e.g. Codella et al. 2014), the gas density
in these walls should be at least close to this value. In
principle a noticeable emission can arise at much lower
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Figure 5. The channel maps of the C34S(7–6) emission in the S255IR area. The center velocities are indicated in the upper
left corner of each panel. The channel width is 0.42 km s−1. The tick spacing at the Right ascension axis is 0.1s. The color bar
indicates the intensity scale (in Jy beam−1). The contours in the last panel show the 0.9 mm continuum emission. The contour
levels are at 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 mJy beam−1.
densities (Shirley 2015) but it requires a high optical
depth in the lines and correspondingly high column den-
sity. The numerical estimates will be given below.
The similarity of the morphology of the CCH and C34S
emission hints on their common origin. Observations
of dense outflow walls in the CS and CCH lines have
been reported recently for both low-mass and high-mass
star-forming regions (Bruderer et al. 2009a; Go´mez-Ruiz
et al. 2015; Oya et al. 2015, 2018; Leung et al. 2016;
Zhang et al. 2018). The reasons for enhancement of
the abundances of these molecules are discussed in these
works. Briefly, the CS abundance increases sharply at
T > 100 K due to the evaporation of sulfur from dust
grains. CCH can be formed in photodissociation regions
created by the UV radiation from the central protostar.
It can be also formed in the envelope via warm carbon-
chain chemistry. Both the high brightness temperatures
in the C34S and CCH lines, and these chemical mod-
els indicate that the temperature in the walls can be
rather high, & 100 K. The walls can be heated to rather
high temperatures by the UV radiation from the mas-
sive protostar (e.g. Bruderer et al. 2009a,b) or by the
energy transfer from the high velocity gas (e.g. Hatchell
et al. 1999). Unfortunately the assumption of such high
temperature cannot be confirmed by the available obser-
vational data. The radiation temperature in the C34S(7–
6) line reaches approximately 40 K in the area shown in
Fig. 9. In case of a high optical depth and the beam
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Figure 6. The image of the CCH N = 4−3 integrated emis-
sion overlaid with contours of the C34S J = 7−6 emission in
the 10 km s−1 component. The contour levels are at 10, 20
to 100 in step of 20 mJy beam−1 km s−1. Around the SMA1
core the CCH lines are blended with other strong lines.
filling factor equal to unity this implies the excitation
temperature of ≈ 48 K, which places a lower limit on
the kinetic temperature.
We note, however, that the other outflow in this area,
originating at the SMA2 core, shows no associated C34S
or CCH emission.
In this picture the nature of the filamentary structure
seen in continuum is not very clear. It is located between
the red-shifted and blue-shifted outflow lobes with wide
opening angles and may be influenced by both of them.
It is not excluded that it is a part of these walls. The
CS and CCH relative abundances in this structure are
probably lower than in the walls discussed above, where
no noticeable continuum emission is detected. The tem-
perature may be lower, too, but not less than the CCH
excitation temperature discussed above. We assume the
kinetic temperature in the continuum filament to be
50 K. Since the preliminary estimates indicate a quite
high gas density ∼ 108 cm−3 (Zinchenko et al. 2018a),
the dust and gas temperatures should be tightly coupled
(e.g Banerjee et al. 2006), so the dust temperature may
be assumed to be equal to the gas temperature.
The continuum radiation temperature along the con-
tinuum filament is ∼ 2 − 3 K. This implies the optical
depth ∼ 0.06. Assuming the dust opacity at this wave-
length of 1.8 cm2 g−1 according to Ossenkopf & Henning
(1994) we obtain the dust column density ∼ 0.03 g cm−2
and assuming the mean molecular weight per hydrogen
molecule of 2.8 (Kauffmann et al. 2008), we further es-
timate the H2 column density ∼ 7×1023 cm−2. Assum-
ing the thickness of the filament the same as its width
(∼ 1500 AU) we obtain the mean hydrogen volume den-
sity n ∼ 3×107 cm−3. Both the inferred column density
and the volume density are lower than the preliminary
values mentioned earlier (Zinchenko et al. 2018a) as the
adopted dust temperature here is higher. However the
thickness of this structure may be larger than the ob-
served width and therefore this value for density should
be considered as an upper limit. The total mass of the
filamentary structure seen in continuum is about 35 M
(under the assumption of the dust temperature equal to
50 K).
Our non-LTE modeling with RADEX (van der Tak
et al. 2007) under the assumptions of T = 50 K, n =
(1 − 3) × 107 cm−3 and ∆V = 1.5 km s−1 for the CS
J = 7 − 6 transition (C34S is absent in the RADEX
database) gives an estimate for the C34S column density
N(CS) ∼ 5×1013 cm−2, which implies the C34S relative
abundance X(C34S) ∼ 7 × 10−11. The optical depth
in the line is ∼ 0.3. This estimate is consistent with
the typical values of the C34S abundance in high-mass
star-forming cores (e.g. Shirley et al. 2003) although an
order of magnitude lower than our estimate for S255
from single-dish observations (Zinchenko et al. 2009).
The fit for n = 106 cm−3 gives N(C34S) ∼ 2×1014 cm−2
and the optical depth in the line ∼ 1.7 (even higher
in the lower transitions). This implies a huge optical
depth in the lines of the main isotopologue. Taking into
account the results of the CCH excitation analysis, we
prefer the density estimate of n = (1 − 3) × 107 cm−3,
which is consistent with the C34S, CCH and continuum
data.
However in the regions of the strong C34S emission
without continuum counterpart the C34S relative abun-
dance should be much higher if the dust to gas mass
ratio has the “standard” value. Under this assumption,
the hydrogen column density in these regions should be
at least several times lower than in the continuum fila-
ment, in order to explain the absence of the continuum
emission. This implies also a lower value of the mean
volume density in these regions. As shown above, the
observed C34S(7–6) line can be modelled at relatively
low densities n = (1 − 3) × 106 cm−3. For example, at
Tkin = 100 K and n = 3 × 106 cm−3 the required C34S
column density is N(C34S) ∼ 2.2× 1014 cm−2 with the
optical depth in the line ∼ 1.3. This implies the CS rel-
ative abundance ∼ 10−7, which is close to the highest
values obtained in the models (Bruderer et al. 2009a).
These requirements can be relaxed by assuming that
the “wall” structure may have a clumpy nature, with
which the absence of strong continuum emission is re-
sulted from the relatively low mean volume density and
the C34S excitation is achieved in high density clumps.
Fig. 9 shows that the C34S distribution may be rather in-
homogeneous on small scales, indeed. An alternative ex-
planation can be based on the reduced dust to gas mass
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Figure 7. Channel maps of the high velocity CO(3–2) blue-shifted (left panel) and red-shifted (right panel) emission in the
S255IR area. The center velocities are indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. The channel width is 6.8 km s−1. The
contours in the last panel show the 0.9 mm continuum emission. The color bar indicates the intensity scale (in Jy/beam).
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Figure 8. Image: the SiO(8–7) integrated emission map
(white contours) overlaid on the map of the high velocity
CO(3–2) emission (red and blue colors). The integrated
C34S(7–6) emission is shown in green. The contour levels
are at 75 to 450 in step of 75 mJy beam−1 km s−1.
ratio. The dust grains can be destructed by shocks or
swept out somehow. The destruction usually leads to an
enhanced SiO abundance, which we do observe in some
compact regions (see below). However there is no sign
that such process could happen in the rather extended
areas of the significant C34S emission outside the con-
tinuum “filament”. The swept-out dust should be seen
somewhere, but we do not see this. Therefore we con-
clude that this alternative explanation can be rejected.
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Figure 9. The close-up view of the region marked by the
dashed box in Fig. 8. The thick white contours show the Fe ii
emission. The yellow circle indicates the position, where the
SiO(8–7) and C34S(7–6) spectra are presented in Fig. 10, and
along the yellow line the position-velocity diagrams for these
lines are shown in Fig. 11.
4.2. Outflow from SMA1
The outflow from SMA1, as observed in CO(3–2), has
a wide opening angle. At the same time the compact
Fe ii emission at the ends of the outflow lobes (Fig. 4),
which coincides with the radio continuum knots ob-
served with the VLA (Cesaroni et al. 2018) indicates
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Figure 10. The SiO(8–7) (red line) and C34S(7–6) (black
line) spectra averaged over the yellow circle in Fig. 9.
Figure 11. The position-velocity diagrams for the SiO(8–7)
(image) and C34S(7–6) (contours) along the line shown in
Fig. 9. The negative offsets correspond to the SE direction.
The color wedge shows the SiO intensity in mJy beam−1.
The contour levels are from 0.2 to 0.95 in step of 0.15 of the
peak C34S intensity, which is 58 mJy beam−1.
the presence of strong bow shocks. Probably there is a
narrow jet, creating these bow shocks, and a surround-
ing wind with a wide opening angle. The orientation of
the red-shifted jet is apparently somewhat different from
that found by Howard et al. (1997) (which is indicated
by the dashed line in Fig. 4). The radio continuum data
imply the presence of the ionized gas, which is appar-
ently concentrated in the narrow jet (Zinchenko et al.
2015; Cesaroni et al. 2018). Such picture is consistent
with the existing outflow models (e.g. Arce et al. 2007)
but has been observed mainly in low mass protostars
(Anglada et al. 2018). Probably the best example of
such two-wind outflow from a massive protostar is Cep
A HW2, where a fast narrow jet and a slower wide-angle
outflow have been identified from the water maser ob-
servations (Torrelles et al. 2011).
In our case the CO emission is relatively weak along
the outflow axis and peaks near the outflow walls. A
rather strong SiO emission is observed mainly at the
edges of high velocity flows traced in CO, especially in
the red-shifted outflow lobe (Fig. 8). In particular near
the position outlined by the dashed box in Fig. 8 it looks
as a narrow lane oriented perpendicular to the CO flow
(at its end). Most probably it is associated with a shock,
as usually expected for SiO. The morphology of the SiO
emission is consistent with this assumption (e.g. Masson
& Chernin 1993).
Figs. 8 and 11 show that the peak of the SiO emis-
sion is located at the inner side of the C34S wall, al-
though a fainter emission is observed also beyond the
wall. The SiO and C34S velocities are significantly dif-
ferent (Figs. 11, 10). In principle the SiO and C34S
emission regions can be spatially separated on the line
of sight. However there are signs of interaction between
them. While the SiO velocity increases towards the wall
on the inner side, it begins to decrease on the other side.
The C34S velocity dispersion is somewhat larger on the
inner side of the wall. A significant velocity difference
between the wall and the outflowing gas means that a
momentum and energy transfer from the outflow to the
wall is possible.
Properties of the high velocity molecular gas can be
estimated from the CO(3–2) data. The total velocity
range of the CO(3–2) emission is from about –30 km s−1
to about 40 km s−1. The systemic velocity of the driving
source is about 5 km s−1(Zinchenko et al. 2015). There
are different estimates of the inclination angle in this
system but most probably it is rather large, about 80◦
(Boley et al. 2013; Cesaroni et al. 2018). In this case the
maximum outflow velocity is about 200 km s−1. At the
same time the characteristic outflow velocity as defined
by Bally & Lada (1983) (see also Cabrit & Bertout 1990)
is ∼ 58 km s−1 for the red-shifted lobe and ∼ 50 km s−1
for the blue-shifted lobe. Taking the spatial extent of
the red-shifted outflow lobe about 8000 AU (as marked
by the Fe ii/radio knot) we obtain the outflow dynamic
time scale about 700 years. It is worth mentioning that
for the SW radio knot Cesaroni et al. (2018) found the
velocity of ∼ 660 km s−1 from the variations of its mor-
phology on the time interval of 26 years. However they
found no variations for the NE knot and noticed that the
ejections can be asymmetric. For the further estimates
we use the obtained estimate of the dynamic time scale
of 700 years for the red-shifted lobe.
Here we consider local properties of the red-shifted
outflow lobe in the interaction zone near the position
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marked by the yellow circle in Fig. 8. The brightness
temperature in CO is ∼ 100 K. From the red wing of
the CO(3–2) spectrum we obtain the CO column den-
sity N(CO) & 1.3×1018 cm−2 under the assumptions of
the LTE conditions and low optical depth, which trans-
lates into N(H2) & 1.3 × 1022 cm−2. The thickness of
the emission layer seems to be not larger than 2000–
3000 AU. Then, the volume density of the high velocity
gas is & 3 × 105 cm−3. Such rather high density is
consistent with our previous observations of the HCN
(4–3), HCO+(4–3) and CS(7–6) emission in this outflow
(Zinchenko et al. 2015). This estimate shows that the
density contrast between the walls and the high velocity
gas is not high, probably less than an order of magni-
tude.
The total mass of the high velocity gas estimated
from the flux in the CO line wings integrated over the
outflow region is & 0.3 M (assuming a low optical
depth). The upper limit for this estimate is determined
by the CO excitation temperature. For example, for
Tex(CO) = 300 K the outflow mass estimate is ∼ 0.6 M
(still assuming a low optical depth). For the outflow dy-
namic time scale of 700 years this estimate gives the
mass loss rate M˙ & 4 × 10−4 M year−1. Wang et al.
(2011) estimated the total mass of the outflow from the
single-dish observations at 2.9 M. However, this esti-
mate refers to much larger scales, which greatly exceed
the field of view of the current observations and does
not separate the outflows from the SMA1 and SMA2.
The mass loss rate obtained by Wang et al. (2011) is
the same as the lower limit given above.
From the comparison of the SiO(8–7) and CO(3–2)
intensities at the same velocities, under the assumption
of the LTE conditions and low optical depth for both
molecules, we obtain the SiO abundance relative to CO
N(SiO)/N(CO) ∼ 10−4. This implies the SiO abun-
dance relative to hydrogen X(SiO ∼ 10−8, which rep-
resents an enhancement in comparison with a quiescent
gas by at least 3 orders of magnitude (Martin-Pintado
et al. 1992). This value is close to the highest SiO abun-
dances observed in the outflows in HMSF regions (e.g.
Tercero et al. 2011; Sa´nchez-Monge et al. 2013; Herv´ıas-
Caimapo et al. 2019). However, the assumption of the
LTE conditions is probably not valid for SiO. The de-
viations from LTE will make the estimate of the SiO
abundance even higher. Our modeling with RADEX
(van der Tak et al. 2007) shows that under these condi-
tions the optical depth for both SiO and CO transitions
is moderate (. 1) and should not significantly influence
the results.
The projected velocity difference between the wall and
the high velocity gas reaches v ≈ 10 km s−1. Although
the high velocity gas should move mainly along the wall,
the extent of the SiO emission perpendicular to the out-
flow direction implies a significant transverse velocity.
This is expected for an adiabatic bow shock (Masson &
Chernin 1993), which we probably observe in SiO.
The thickness of the walls seen in C34S and CCH is
about the same as the width of the continuum filamen-
tary structure, i.e. ∼ 1000 − 2000 AU. The gas veloc-
ity dispersion in the walls is low. The C34S line width
for the spectrum shown in Fig. 10 is approximately
1.2 km s−1, which corresponds to the one-dimensional
velocity dispersion of about 0.5 km s−1. This velocity
dispersion is mostly non-thermal, since the thermal dis-
persion for C34S is about 0.13 km s−1 at 100 K. How-
ever it is lower than or comparable to the sound speed,
which is approximately 0.6 km s−1 at 100 K (for the
mean molecular weight per free particle µ = 2.33).
An important question is whether these walls are cre-
ated by the observed outflowing gas or they have been
created earlier and channel the outflow. The general
morphology of these structures in comparison with the
distribution of the high velocity gas suggests that the
walls immediately surrounding the observed outflow are
probably created by this outflow or at least strongly in-
fluenced by it. At the same time Fig. 8 makes an im-
pression that in some parts the high velocity gas encoun-
ters preexisting dense clumps traced in the C34S line.
The central source demonstrates signatures of episodic
bursts. In Figs. 4,5 we can see arc-like structures which
are not related to the currently observed outflow. They
may well be remnants of the previous events. It is not
excluded that in the past there could be wind streams
from the SMA1 directed to the north (as we see now in
the south). Such streams could trigger star formation
at the SMA2 site. Of course, this is just a speculation.
The next obvious question is how long such walls can
survive. Probably they are not gravitationally bound
and will disperse in about a crossing time tc ∼ L/σv,
where L is the thickness and σv is the velocity dispersion.
Taking L ∼ 1000 AU and σv ∼ 0.5 km s−1, as follows
from the C34S data, we obtain tc ∼ 104 years. The age
of the currently observed outflow, estimated from its
extension and velocity, is apparently much lower, not
more than ∼ 103 years. The low velocity dispersion in
the walls may be explained by the rapid decay of the
supersonic turbulence.
A related question is how long we can see the C34S
and CCH emission after the influence of the outflow
disappear. The answer depends on the cool-down time
and the chemical evolution. In case of dust cooling the
cool-down time in the optically thin regime can be very
short (Banerjee et al. 2006). However it requires a tight
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thermal coupling between gas and dust for efficient gas
cooling, which is achieved at n & 107−8 cm−3. Since the
density in the walls seems to be lower, gas can keep a
higher temperature than the dust. Then, we estimated
the optical depth of the continuum “filament” at ∼ 0.05.
For the λ−2 dependence of the optical depth, this struc-
ture will be opaque at the peak of the dust emission
(∼ 50 µm for Td ∼ 50 K). The dust column density in
the walls is apparently lower but even if it is lower by
an order of magnitude, they will be opaque, too. There-
fore, the dust cooling may be not very effective here.
The cooling rates for molecular cooling calculated by
Neufeld et al. (1995) imply the cool-down time for our
conditions of several thousand years, i.e. comparable to
the dispersion time. A typical chemical evolution time
is of the same order of magnitude (e.g Burkhardt et al.
2019). Therefore, episodic ejections with intervals of
. 1000 years could create the observed structure.
4.3. SMA2
Our ALMA data show a well-collimated high-velocity
extended outflow from SMA2, which is almost parallel
(in projection) to the outflow from SMA1. It is not clear
what is happening on the larger scales. The previous
SMA and IRAM-30m data (Wang et al. 2011; Zinchenko
et al. 2015) show a single outflow from the S255IR com-
plex at larger distances. It is not excluded that the
outflows from SMA1 and SMA2 can merge.
The close-up view of the SMA2 region is shown in
Fig. 12. Here the map of the 1st moment of the C34S(7–
6) emission is overlaid with the contours of the CO(3–2)
outflow and 0.9 mm continuum emission. In C34S we see
a compact core with an apparent velocity gradient. Both
the continuum and C34S(7–6) integrated intensity maps
show an elongated structure with the position angle of
the major axis about 150◦−160◦. However the position
angle of the velocity gradient seems to be different. The
size in continuum is ∼ 0.′′37 × 0.′′25 (∼ 670 × 450 AU).
The flux density in continuum is about 60 mJy. The
kinematics of this core is illustrated in more detail in
Fig. 13, where we present the position-velocity diagram
for this core along the major axis in the C34S(7–6) line.
The data are consistent with the assumption of a
Keplerian-like rotation of the core. Apparently it resem-
bles a disk, although the achieved spatial resolution is
not sufficient for a firm conclusion. The continuum flux
gives an estimate of the disk mass ∼ 0.4 M (assuming
the dust temperature of 50 K and a normal gas-to-dust
mass ratio of 100). For the measured size of SMA2 this
mass implies the mean gas density n ∼ 3×108 cm−3. At
the same time the dynamical central mass obtained from
Figure 12. The map of the C34S(7–6) 1st moment to-
ward the SMA2 core overlaid with contours of the CO(3–2)
high-velocity red-shifted and blue-shifted emission (red and
blue contours, respectively) and 0.9 mm continuum emission
(black). The contour levels are at 8, 12, 16 mJy beam−1 for
continuum, at 0.3, 0.6 Jy beam−1 km s−1 for the red-shifted
CO emission and at 0.17, 0.34 Jy beam−1 km s−1 for the blue-
shifted CO emission. The ALMA beam for C34S(7–6) is
shown in the lower left corner.
Figure 13. The position-velocity diagram in the C34S(7–6)
line along the major axis of the SMA2 core (PA = 150◦). The
curves correspond to Keplerian rotation around the central
mass of M sin2 i = 2.2 M (solid) and M sin2 i = 1.5 M
(dashed).
the rotation velocity is much higher, M sin2 i ∼ 2 M,
where i is the inclination angle (Fig. 13).
The observed aspect ratio for this core indicates a sub-
stantial inclination of the probable disk. However, it
hardly can be as large as assumed for the SMA1 core
(∼ 80◦) because in this case the terminal velocity of the
molecular outflow would reach ∼ 400 km s−1 and the
characteristic velocity ∼ 300 km s−1, which looks unre-
alistic. For the inclination angle of ∼ 70◦ these values
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Figure 14. The image of the blue-shifted outflow lobe from
SMA2 in the SiO(8–7) line emission. The velocity range is
from –42 to –9 km s−1. The contours show the high velocity
blue-shifted CO emission. The contour levels are from 0.2 to
1.0 in step of 0.2 Jy beam−1 km s−1.
will be approximately 2 times lower and close to the
highest reported values for the outflows (e.g. Bachiller
& Cernicharo 1990). From Fig. 7 it is evident that the
peak outflow velocity increases with the distance from
the driving source, which is rather usual for molecular
outflows (Arce et al. 2007).
We see a rather strong SiO(8–7) emission in the blue-
shifted outflow lobe, which correlates well with the CO
emission (Fig. 14). The enhancement of the SiO abun-
dance here, as indicated by the SiO(8–7)/CO(3–2) in-
tensity ratio, is even higher (by a factor of ∼ 3) than
in the shocked region in the outflow from SMA1. How-
ever, no noticeable SiO emission is observed from the
red-shifted lobe. Distribution of the C34S(7–6) emission
(Fig. 4) hints that the blue-shifted lobe probably prop-
agates in a denser medium, containing more dust. This
can explain a higher SiO abundance in this lobe due to
the dust grain destruction.
The high collimation of the outflow and the Hubble-
type velocity-distance relation imply a jet-driven bow
shock model for the outflow (Arce et al. 2007). The
outflow is apparently bent (Figs. 4,14). Such bending
can be interpreted as a result of disk precession induced
by misalignment between the disk and the orbital plane
in a binary system taking into account that jets are al-
ways launched perpendicular to the disk plane (Monin
et al. 2007).
Then, it is easy to see that the outflow from SMA2
consists of a chain of knots separated by about 0.2–0.3
arcsec, i.e. 350–500 AU. Most probably this indicates
periodic ejections from the central object. The velocities
of the knots closest to the driving source are apparently
significantly lower than the terminal and characteristic
velocities mentioned above (Fig. 7). They imply the
velocities in the plane of the sky ∼ 30 km s−1, which
gives the time interval between these ejections ∼ 50 −
80 years. This can be related to some periodic process
in this system, perhaps to the orbital period.
In general, in SMA2 we may witness the formation of
a binary system consisting of low or intermediate mass
stars.
4.4. SMA3
The SMA3 core is associated with the NIRS1 infrared
source (Tamura et al. 1991). The measured flux in con-
tinuum at 0.9 mm implies the mass of this core∼ 0.3 M
(under the previous assumptions about the dust prop-
erties and assuming the dust temperature of 50 K). The
deconvolved size of the continuum source is approxi-
mately 0.1 arcsec (Table 1), i.e. about 180 AU and no
elongation is seen. The corresponding mean gas den-
sity is very high, n ∼ 1010 cm−3. However the dust
temperature in vicinity of this luminous IR source can
be higher than assumed above. Then the estimates of
the mass and density will be correspondingly lower. No
clear velocity gradient is observed in the C34S(7–6) line.
In general the source looks isolated and not related to
the filamentary continuum structure discussed above.
The NIR polarization measurements show convincing
evidences for a bent “S-shape” outflow from this ob-
ject oriented approximately in the south-north direction
(Simpson et al. 2009). On this basis Simpson et al.
(2009) suggested that this can be a part of a binary.
However our data do not indicate any molecular out-
flow from this core. A reasonable assumption is that
the outflow lies in the plane of the sky, so that we do
not see any high velocity emission and at velocities close
to the systemic one the morphology of the CO emission
is too complicated.
4.5. New cores
The newly detected cores labelled here as SMM1 and
SMM2 (Fig. 1, Table 1) have flux densities at 0.9 mm of
15 and 10 mJy, respectively. These values correspond to
masses of ∼ 0.3 M and ∼ 0.2 M, respectively (assum-
ing the dust temperature of 20 K). The mean gas density
for these cores is n ∼ 3×109 cm−3. We see no molecular
emission clearly associated with these cores. It means
that the molecules may be frozen on the dust grains.
The absence of the line emission does not allow an esti-
mation of the virial mass but the appearance of the cores
suggests that they are probably gravitationally bound.
At the same time they have no embedded IR sources.
They may represent low-mass prestellar cores according
to the widely adopted classification (Andre et al. 2000;
di Francesco et al. 2007).
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The main results of this study are the following.
1. Our data show a wide-angle molecular outflow from
the massive YSO S255 NIRS3, embedded in the dense
core S255IR-SMA1. The outflow dynamic time scale
is ∼ 700 years. This wide-angle outflow surrounds the
narrow jet traced at the IR wavelengths and in radio
continuum. There are bow shocks at the ends of the jet
observed in the radio continuum and in the Fe ii emis-
sion. The CO emission is weak along the outflow axis
and peaks near the outflow walls. There are other shocks
at the ends of the CO high velocity flows, observed in
the SiO(8–7) line. The SiO abundance there is enhanced
by at least 3 orders of magnitude. The density of the
high velocity gas is & 4× 105 cm−3.
2. We detected warm and dense walls around this
wide-angle molecular outflow. The walls are observed
in the C34S(7–6) and CCH N = 4 − 3 lines. The gas
temperature in the walls is at least ∼ 50 K as indicated
by the line brightness temperature, perhaps & 100 K,
as follows from the apparently high CS abundance. The
thickness of the walls is ∼ 1000−2000 AU. The walls are
non-uniform. There are signs of the interaction between
the high velocity outflowing gas and the walls.
In addition to the walls surrounding the observed out-
flow, there are similar structures not associated with the
currently observed outflow. They may represent rem-
nants of the previous ejection events.
3. In continuum at 0.9 mm we see a very narrow
(∼ 1000 − 1800 AU) and dense (n ∼ 3 × 107 cm−3 as-
suming the cylindrical geometry) filamentary structure
with at least two velocity components. The mass es-
timated from the continuum emission is about 35 M.
The SMA1 and SMA2 cores are apparently associated
with this structure, while the SMA3 core looks isolated.
The nature of this continuum structure is not quite clear.
It may be influenced by both red-shifted and blue-shifted
outflow lobes and it is not excluded that it is a part of
the outflow walls.
4. The CO(3–2) data show a collimated and extended
high velocity outflow from another dense core in this
area, SMA2. The outflow direction in projection is ap-
proximately parallel to the outflow from SMA1. The
SMA2 core is elongated and rotating in accordance with
the Keplerian law. The central mass is M & 2 M, while
the mass of the probable disk is ∼ 0.4 M. We see a
rather strong SiO(8–7) emission in the blue-shifted out-
flow lobe. The outflow from SMA2 consists of a chain
of knots separated by about 0.2–0.3 arcsec, i.e. 350–
500 AU. Most probably this indicates periodic ejections
from the central object with the period of 30–50 years.
5. The SMA3 core is associated with the NIRS1
infrared source. The measured flux in continuum at
0.9 mm implies the mass of this core ∼ 0.3 M (assum-
ing the dust temperature of 50 K). Although the NIR
polarization measurements show convincing evidences
for an outflow from this object, our data do not indi-
cate any molecular outflow from this core. A reasonable
assumption is that the outflow lies in the plane of the
sky.
6. We detected two new compact cores in this area
with masses ∼ 0.2− 0.3 M and sizes ∼ 200− 300 AU.
Their mean gas densities are n ∼ 3 × 109 cm−3. They
may represent low-mass prestellar cores.
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